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We propose compact S-vector superprism providing broadband wavelength sensitivity within a/

k¼ 0.610–0.635, where “a” is the lattice constant, k is the incident wavelength, and S denotes the

Poynting vector. The reported configuration overcomes strong beam divergence and complex beam

generation due to the self-collimation ability of the low symmetric primitive photonic crystal (PhC)

cells. Analytical calculations of equi-frequency contours, photonic band structures, and group

velocity dispersions are performed by solving Maxwell’s equations and using the plane wave

expansion method. Besides, finite-difference time-domain analyses are also conducted. The

designed superprism induces large refracted angle variation for different frequencies when the inci-

dent angle is fixed: 4% change of incident frequencies results in approximately 40� deflected angle

difference with a maximum 68.9� deflection angle inside the PhC. Meanwhile, for a fixed incident

wavelength, a large output variation occurs if the incident angle is altered. Microwave experimental

results are found to be in good agreement with the numerical analyses. Published by AIP
Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5032197

Superprisms can be described as a wavelength sensitive

optical beam deflection effect including two unique optical

properties: super-dispersion and angular magnification.1 Like

a conventional prism, superprism structures are able to spa-

tially separate different wavelengths of the incident beam,

the so-called “super-dispersion.” In the case of a single

wavelength of incident light, the superprism steers the propa-

gating beam with a wider angle when the incident angle is

slightly changed. This condition explains the angular magni-

fication property. Such a strong incident angle-dependent

beam steering effect could be attributed to the strong modifi-

cations of the group velocity (vg) existing due to the index

modulation inside photonic crystal (PhC) structures.2

Group velocity vector mg¼ dx/dk expresses the direction

of the Poynting vector, i.e., the direction of energy flow of

light. A superprism structure deflecting the direction of prop-

agating light inside the PhCs is called the S-vector super-

prism. On the other hand, a wave vector (jkj ¼ 2p/k)

indicating the phase front propagation of light and a super-

prism structure that utilizes the phase velocity (�p¼ c/k)

dispersion is called k-vector superprism, which is able to

deflect the beam outside the PhCs according to Snell’s

law.1,3 The angle of outgoing light from the PhCs/air interface

depends on the boundary conditions and k-vector. The angles

of incoming and outgoing light should be the same due to the

k-vector conservation4 and thus, inclined output ends should

be introduced to the k-vector superprism to enable wavelength

resolution.3,5 On the other hand, S-vector superprisms are rela-

tively bulky structures compared to their k-vector counterparts

to separate completely the wavelength components of the

propagating beam inside the PhCs. Moreover, beam broaden-

ing is a big obstacle for S-vector superprisms, which need

super-lenses to suppress the unwanted beam diffraction.4

While an optimal superprism satisfies the requirements

such as wavelength sensitivity and wide-angle magnification,

beam divergence and irregular beam generation may exist as

an inconvenience in S-vector superprisms.6 In order to avoid

undesired beam divergence through the beam propagation, a

self-collimation based superprism structure could be

designed. Also, the resolution of the designed superprism

can be enhanced, which is a crucial criterion for superprism

efficiency and it depends on the wavelength and angle sensi-

tivity to enhance the superprism effect.7

At the normalized frequency ~x ¼ x/2pc¼ a/k, the optical

performance of superprisms can be investigated by calculating

the following three parameters: (1) beam broadening factor,

p¼ @hc/@hi, (2) dispersion factor, q¼ @hc/@ ~x, and (3) the reso-

lution parameter, r¼ q/p.7 In these relations, hc represents the

propagation angle of the refractive beam inside the PhCs and hi

is the incident angle.7,8 In a recent study,9 another parameter

named angular-group dispersion-bandwidth-product is defined

as a criterion of the superprism effect for spectroscopic applica-

tions. In Ref. 10, authors attempted to increase the wavelength

sensitivity by using hetero PhCs with oblique boundaries for

efficient wavelength demultiplexing applications.10

A low symmetry feature that constructs the main part of

the work is considered, we can refer to Ref. 11, which has sim-

ilar features to the concept. Even though the study11 numeri-

cally examines anomalous diffractive characteristic (tilted

self-collimation effect) due to introduced structural asymmetry

to the PhC structure, in this work differently from that report

we present the super-dispersive phenomenon that shows super-

prism and self-collimation effects simultaneously which is the

main goal of the work. In other words, the proposed structure

is wavelength sensitive, incident angle sensitive, and has dif-

fraction limited light propagation characteristic. Also, experi-

mental verification of the superprism effect is provided in the

microwave regime in the presented study.a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed: mgumus@etu.edu.tr
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Apart from the previous studies, in this paper we present a

beam deflecting S-vector superprism made of low-symmetric

PhCs. The proposed superprism structure is compact compared

to its S-vector superprism counterparts so that it could be imple-

mented for dense photonic integrated circuits.

Wavelength sensitive beam deflection in the proposed

structure is conceptually explained in Fig. 1(a): White light

is incident to the proposed low-symmetric PhCs with an inci-

dent angle hin and its wavelength components are deflected

in different angles enabling spatial wavelength separation.

Top-view of the proposed configuration is also illustrated in

Fig. 1(a) with important geometrical parameters. The refrac-

tive index of PhCs is 3.1, and the unit cell includes PhC rods

with different radii.

The effect of symmetry reduction in PhCs could be ana-

lytically explored to calculate the corresponding photonic

band structures and equi-frequency contour (EFC) calcula-

tions as well as to better understand light manipulation inside

the PhCs. Maxwell’s equations can be solved by the plane

wave expansion method to obtain solutions of photonic band

structures.12–14 Master’s equations for E-polarization and H-

polarizations can be described as eigen-equations shown

below

X
G0
jkþGjjkþG0je�1 G�G0ð ÞH?;k G0ð Þ ¼ x2

c2
0

H?;k Gð Þ;

(1)

X
G0

kþGð Þ kþG0ð Þe�1 G�G0ð ÞHk;k G0ð Þ ¼ x2

c2
0

Hk;k Gð Þ:

(2)

Detailed analytical derivations for given eigen-equations to

obtain photonic band structures are provided in the supplemen-

tary material. Photonic band structures for both E-polarization

and H-polarization are calculated on MATLAB15 by using the

plane wave expansion method on Maxwell’s equations. Here,

E-polarization is a transverse-electric (TE) mode where the

electric field components are along the xy-plane (Ex, Ey) and

the magnetic field Hz is perpendicular to the xy-plane [corre-

sponding axis representation are given as an inset in Fig. 1(a)].

On the other hand, considered H-polarization is a transverse-

magnetic (TM) mode where the non-zero electric and magnetic

field components are defined as Ez, Hx, and Hy, respectively. It

is important to note that throughout the study only the TM

polarization mode is considered.

Symmetry reduction is introduced in the rotational sym-

metry11 of the PhC unit cell in this study. A regular (cylindri-

cal) unit cell is the trivial case with isotropic behavior. We

used C1 symmetry in our study to show the intended super-

prism effect. Even though C2 symmetric PhCs possess the

superprism at studied frequencies, the strongest superprism

effect appears in the C1 case, which is the main reason for

selecting C1 symmetry for efficient superprism applications.

Introducing more modifications in the PhC unit cell by add-

ing smaller PhC rods into it, the superprism effect disappears

despite existing constant beam deflection regardless of the

frequency variations (see the supplementary material). In the

presented work, C1-symmetric square lattice PhCs are con-

sidered in this study due to their existing strong superprism

effect because adjustable dielectric distribution of the ele-

mentary cell due to C1 symmetry increases the degree of

freedom which is a tool for providing different light manipu-

lation techniques. The proposed PhC design allows the

dielectric density to vary according to the distances and

angles to each other of the different radii dielectric rods, per-

mits a reproducible change in the dielectric functions, and

guides the light accordingly. Also the comparison between

the rod-type and hole-type of the suggested structure is

investigated (see the supplementary material).

The designed structure is composed of cylindrical alu-

mina rods having a permittivity value of e¼ 9.61 and radii of

{R, r}¼{0.20a, 0.10a}, which corresponds to a filling ratio

of f¼ 0.157. The corresponding band diagrams are calcu-

lated along C-X-M-C symmetry points of the Brillouin Zone

(BZ), see Fig. S2 in the supplementary material. Figure 1(b)

depicts the theoretical calculation results of EFCs at the

fourth band for TM polarization. The superprism section of

EFCs is zoomed in the same figure and the directions of

Poynting vectors, S, are indicated with arrows. It is well

known that for a perfect superprism, sharp edges in EFCs

should occur to provide strong beam deflection in terms of

small incident angle variations. A strong superprism effect is

obtained in the designed PhCs at the operating frequencies a/

k¼ 0.610–0.635 and nearly flat EFCs exist that supports a

tilted self-collimation effect in that frequency interval, as

well. The corresponding tilted self-collimation property

exists beyond the symmetry points of BZ so that unwanted

FIG. 1. (a) 3D representation of the low symmetric square-lattice PhC struc-

ture as a self-collimation superprism. The incident light direction is indi-

cated with wave-vector kin and hin demonstrates the angle of incidence. The

propagating beam deflects inside the PhCs with respect to wavelengths; k1,

k2, and kn and the corresponding unit cell is given as an inset; {R, r}

¼ {0.20a, 0.10a} are the radii of smaller and larger dielectric PhC rods,

respectively. (b) Calculated fourth band EFCs of TM polarization for the

C1-symmetric PhC superprism structure. The zoomed section indicates

the EFCs at which a strong superprism effect exists and the arrows show the

direction of Poynting vectors.
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beam broadening due to the superprism effect could be com-

pensated. This effect can be observed in group velocity dis-

persion, GVD¼ (@2k/@x2), which is relatively small and

varies from �59 to 0 (a/2pc2) while increasing the operating

frequency, to generate a strongly collimated beam for the

frequencies used in simulation and experiment. Moreover,

calculated dispersion and GVD diagrams are given in Figs.

S4 and S5 in the supplementary material.

Spatial electric field intensities for the designed structure

are calculated at superprism frequencies of a/k
¼ 0.610–0.635 with the incidence angle hin¼ 9� and the cor-

responding intensity distributions at the selected operating

frequencies of a/k¼ {0.610, 0.618, 0.626, 0.635} are shown

in Figs. 2(a)–2(d), respectively. The output cross-sections of

the calculated field intensities are superimposed in Fig. 2(e)

to better visualize the wavelength-dependent beam shifts in

the lateral direction occurring due to S-vector superprism

nature of the proposed PhCs. The vertical cross-sections of

the output field intensities are further calculated and pro-

vided as a map plot in Fig. S6(a) of the supplementary mate-

rial. As can be inferred from Fig. 2(e), a vertical beam shift

of Dy¼ 21a for the width of 7a is obtained in the case of 4%

wavelength variation. Relatively smaller GVD values are

calculated at superprism frequencies, see Figs. 2(f) and 2(g).

It can be inferred from the above results that the propagating

beam inside the PhCs are not exposed to significant beam

broadening and different incident frequencies could be spa-

tially separated at the output due to the intrinsic tilted self-

collimation feature of the proposed PhCs.

Propagation angles hout of the low-symmetric PhCs are

analyzed in terms of the incident angle and frequencies to

investigate the wavelength as well as the angle sensitivity of

the superprism structure, see Fig. 3(a). Calculated hout values

range in 668.9� in the case of hin¼ [�10�,10�] within a/k
¼ 0.610–0.635. As can be understood from Fig. 3(a), the pro-

posed low-symmetric superprism exhibits different angular

resolution @hout/@hin properties: The PhC structure has very

FIG. 2. Electric field intensity distributions of the proposed PhCs calculated

at the incident frequencies of (a) a/k¼ 0.610, (b) a/k¼ 0.618, (c) a/k
¼ 0.626 and (d) a/k¼ 0.635. (e) The cross-sections of output field intensities

shown in (a)–(d) are superimposed to better understand generated output

beam deflection. (f) and (g) Corresponding GVD calculations at the bound-

aries of superprism frequencies (see the supplementary material).

FIG. 3. (a) Propagation angle map

with respect to incident angle and

operating frequency variations. (b)

Propagation angle hout plot at fixed

incident frequencies depending on the

incident angle variations. (c)

Transmission map of the designed PhC

superprism structure in terms of the

incident angle variation in the range of

hin¼ [�10�,10�].
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high sensitivities in the incident frequencies of a/k
¼ 0.615–0.620 and a/k¼ 0.625–0.635, whereas the angular

sensitivity is very low within other frequencies. The corre-

sponding hout values are extracted from the map for fixed fre-

quencies and superimposed in Fig. 3(b).

Four different frequencies are properly selected as a/k
¼ {0.610, 0.618, 0.626, 0.635} to better visualize the fre-

quency dependence of the angular sensitivity. As can be seen

from Fig. 3(b), the proposed PhCs are very sensitive for

small incident angle variations; the corresponding angular

resolution equals @hout/@hin¼{15.2, 1807.4, 32.0, 1824.8}

for the frequencies a/k¼ {0.610, 0.618, 0.626, 0.635}.

Varying the incident angle to higher values hin > 3.4�, how-

ever, the corresponding propagation angle hout remains con-

stant. The underlying reason could be explained from the

existing EFCs shown in Fig. 1(b). Above the certain incident

angles, the propagating beam is always collimated by the

PhC medium due to its intrinsic collimation property. It can

also be inferred from the hout plot in Fig. 3(b) that the angu-

lar resolution of the proposed low-symmetric PhCs is

strongly dependent on the incident frequency. Low-loss is

another criterion for efficient photonic devices in complex

photonic integrated circuits: transmission efficiency at the

output channel determines how much power consumption,

while light propagates through the PhC medium. The trans-

mission spectra of the designed superprism structure are cal-

culated with respect to the incident angle variations and

superimposed as a transmission map, see Fig. 3(c). The cal-

culated transmission map reveals several crucial remarks

about the studied PhC superprism: In the range of a/k
¼ 0.610–0.625, the corresponding transmission efficiency is

above 59% for varying incident angles of hin¼ [�10�,10�]
and the maximum calculated transmission is 94% in this fre-

quency range. In the a/k¼ 0.625–a/k¼ 0.635 frequency

interval, the transmission efficiencies are calculated to be rel-

atively small. Nevertheless, the transmission efficiency is

still above 29% for hin > 8�, case and at most 90% transmis-

sion is obtained in this frequency range. Moreover, in the

case of hin ¼ 9�, the transmission efficiency ranges between

48% and 93% depending on the operating frequencies of a/

k¼ {0.610–0.635}, see Fig. 3(c). In the a/k¼ 0.610–0.631

frequency interval, corresponding to 85% of the operating

frequency range, the transmission reaches a value above

80%, see the transmission spectrum given in Fig. S6(c), (see

the supplementary material). The obtained calculations indi-

cate that the designed superprism structure could be imple-

mented for efficient photonic wavelength-selective device

applications. It is important to note that all Finite-difference

time-domain (FDTD) simulations in the study are performed

using commercially available LUMERICAL software16 with

grid sizes of dx¼ dy¼ a/40.

A microwave experiment is also performed for a reliable

demonstration of designed superprism performance. The

experimental setup includes an Agilent E5071C type net-

work analyzer, a standard pyramidal horn antenna operating

in the frequencies of 8.2GHz–12.4GHz, and a monopole

antenna as the receiver. The PhC structure is placed in the

near-field of horn antenna to be able to strongly excite the

superprism effect inside the PhCs. The horn antenna per-

forms as an incident source with hin¼ 9� and the monopole

antenna operates as a detector. Cylindrical alumina rods with

er¼ 9.61 dielectric constant and 3.17 mm and 6.35 mm diam-

eters are used in the experiment. The PhC structure is

arranged to be longer than the actual structure designed in

the numerical calculations along the vertical direction to

observe the intended superprism effect for a wider angle of

incidences, see Fig. 4(a). The exact size of the PhC structure

has 34.8 cm length and 11.1 cm width and the corresponding

lattice constant is calculated as a¼ 15.85 mm. The micro-

wave setup is surrounded by microwave absorbers to prevent

undesired reflections around the system. According to the

previous FDTD calculations, the superprism effect was

obtained in a/k¼ 0.610–0.635 normalized frequencies,

which corresponds to the microwave frequency range of

11.55GHz–12.02GHz. As can be seen from the output angle

plots in Fig. 4(b), the output beam deflection increases with

respect to the increase in incident frequencies in the cases of

both the microwave experiment and the FDTD calculations.

Furthermore, the beam deflection angle at 12.02GHz is mea-

sured to be hout ¼ 58.05� and as for the numerically calcu-

lated value, the output beam deflection was hout ¼ 68.9�.
Even though these two values are not close to each other,

there is a very similar trend between the experiment and

numerical analysis as one can see in Fig. 4(b). Also incident

angle variation values are examined in Fig. 4(c). For each

normalized frequency a/k¼ {0.610, 0.618, 0.626, 0.635},

the maximum output angle values are obtained for hout

¼ {30.74�, 36.01�, 48.76�, 58.05�}, respectively. According

to the output angle values, the angular resolution is calculated

as @hout/@hin ¼ {23.39, 28.1, 41.17, 55.58}, for normalized

frequencies a/k¼ {0.610, 0.618, 0.626, 0.635}, respectively,

for 1� change of incident angle. Besides all these investiga-

tions, experimental transmission mapping of the structure is

performed in Fig. 4(d). According to the results obtained, the

maximum transmission was reached 72.4% at hin¼ 9� input

angle and at 11.7 GHz. The lowest transmission value was

obtained at a frequency of 11.96 GHz at 9� input angle with a

value of 21.5%.

Contrary to other studies,4,10,17–19 the presented study

proposes a self-collimated superprism effect without any

structural modifications. The designed superprism structure

also provides high wavelength sensitivity performance, i.e.,

large deflected angle variations for different frequencies with

relatively high transmission as shown in Fig. 4(b), which is

critically important for Wavelength Demultiplexing (WDM)

applications in optical communications.19

All the discussed performance analyses are presented in

Table I. Taking all these results into consideration, although

the best results are not being obtained for some parameters,

the overall results in the present work are better.

Accordingly, the designed structure provides a superprism

effect with a high performance according to the numerical

and experimental results presented in this study.

In conclusion, a high wavelength sensitive superprism

structure is designed which possesses tilted self-collimation

behavior, which is proven by calculated GVD values that

decrease exponentially from �59 to 0 (a/2pc2), in a/k
¼ 0.610–0.635 interval. A theoretical approach to the band-

structure of low-symmetric PhCs is performed to achieve

such a considerable beam deflection effect with wide-angle
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magnification from 29.1� to 68.9� deflection angle. The pro-

posed low symmetric superprism PhCs have a high wave-

length selectivity, which enables designing highly efficient

wavelength demultiplexers. The transmission efficiency of

the PhC structure varying between 48% and 93% at the inci-

dent angle of hin¼ 9� within the superprism frequencies indi-

cates that the proposed structure is feasible for highly

efficient photonic device implementations. Experimental

verification of the intended S-vector superprism effect is also

carried out in the microwave frequencies, in which case the

experimental measurements match quite well with the corre-

sponding FDTD calculations.

See supplementary material for analytical derivations of

EFCs and systematical comparison of the C1 symmetry con-

figuration with other rotational symmetries where the sym-

metry reduction effect on the EFCs is analyzed and also for

the additional performance analysis of the self-collimated

superprism effect for its ideal incident angle.
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sensitivity Compactness Transmission

Proposed work

(Sim./Exp.)

4.0%-40�/
4.0%-27.3�

7� 28 lm2/

11.1� 34.8 cm2

�90.0/72.4

Matsumoto4 (Sim.) 4.7%–27� 0.2 mm2 79.4

Pahlavan10 (Sim.) 1.9%–133� 1.15� 5.76 lm2 64

C�abuz17 (Sim.) Single freq. … �80.0

Matsumoto18 (Exp.) 3.9%–15� 80� 100 lm2 …

Li19 (Sim.) 2.7%–54� 10 lm2 55.0

FIG. 4. (a) Superprism experimental

setup with a microwave source,

antenna, and alumina rods. The setup

is surrounded by microwave absorbers

to eliminate environmental noises. (b)

Beam deflection angle plot in the cases

of the microwave experiment and the

FDTD calculation. (c) Propagation

angle hout plot at incident frequencies

depending on the incident angle varia-

tions for experimental outcomes. (d)

Transmission map of the designed PhC

structure according to experimental

measurements hin¼ 1�, 3�, 5�, 7�, 9�

incident angles.
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